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MINUTES OF THE lOSeS MEETING 

21 December 1981, 9:00 a.m .. 12:00 m. 

Hilton Hotel (Shasta Room), San Francisco 

Programme 

Albert Pietersma presiding 

Paul E. Dian, University of Toronto 
!TThe Greek Version of Deut. 21: 1-9 and Its Variants: 

A Record of Early Exegesis II 

Melvin K. H. Peters, Cleveland State University 
"Some Observations on the Coptic Text of Genesis!! 

Leonard Greenspoon, Clemson University 
TlThe Text-critical Importance of the Joshua Portion of the 

Samaritan Chronicle !Ill 

Albert Pietersma, University of Toronto 
'IDid or Didn't the Septuagint Use Kyrios?" 

Business Meeting 

11:50 a.m.: Called to order by the President~ Albert Pietersma 

1. President's Report 

lOSeS will meet with lOSOT in Salamanca, Spain, 1983. 
Topics for the meeting were suggested. 
Reported that Bulletin 14 had been published. 

2. Recommendation of Executive Committee 

H. Orlinsky moved that $250 be given to Scholars Press in 
regard to the Challenge Grant they had received from 
NEH. Motion passed. 

3. Treasurer's Report (below) 

Motion to accept was passed. 

4. Editorial Committee 
H. Orlinsky reported that four manuscripts were either 

accepted or in the process of acceptance: 

a) John Miles (accepted) 
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2 BULLETIN lOSCS 

b) John Lee (accepted) 
c) T. Muraoka (accepted in principle) 
d) Unnamed (in progress) 

Already published: David Burke, The Poetry of Baruch. 

5. New Business 

H. Orlinsky drew attention to E. Tovls article in the current 
Bult.etin [14] on the recently-found manuscript of Mar
golis. Reported that it will be published. 

12:00 m.: AdjOUPn11lent 

George Howard 

for the Secretary 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

December 18. 1981 

BALANCE ON HAND, Nov. 8, 1980 
(BuUetin 14, p. 9) 

INCOME 
Subscriptions 11/8/80 - 12/18/81 
Interest on Savings 

EXPENSES 
BuZZetins 13 & 14 

Duplication & Printing 
Postage & Supplies 

Income 
Expenses 

NET GAIN 

Balance on Hand, Nov. 8, 1980 
Net Gain to Dec. 18. 1981 

BALANCE ON HAND, Dec. 18, 1981 

$847.04 
67.00 

914.04 

598.16 
249.62 
847.78 

914,04 
847.78 

66.26 

922.41 
66.26 

$988.67 

$922.41 

$988.67 

Melvin K. H. Peters 
Treasurer. lOSeS 

Auditors: Derwood C. Smith, Ph,D. 

Nina C. Pykare, Ph.D. 
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NEWS AND NOTES 

Professor I. Seeligmann 

It is with a deep sense of sorrow that we report the recent 

death of Professor 1. L. Seeligmann of the Hebrew University 

in Jerusalem. He was appointed a member of the Executive Com

mittee of the lOSeS in 1972 and served as a member of its Board 

of Advisors from 1973 to 1976. The next issue of this Bulletin 

will provide a more detailed tribute to this esteemed septuagintal 

scholar. 

Computer-Assisted Tools 

The project for creating computer-generated tools for the 

study of the septuagintal materials, described in BIOSeS 14 (1981) 

22-40 and centered at the University of Pennsylvania, has re

ceived a major grant from the Research Tools and Reference Works 

program of the Division of Research Programs of the National 

Endowment for the Humanities. The grant is for a two-year 

period, from June 1982 through May 1984, and consists of $150,000 

outright plus up to $50,000 in !!matching funds!T that will become 

available as the project is able to raise an equivalent amount from 

other sources, for a maximum sponsored budget of $250,000. :In 

addition, the University of Pennsylvania (R. Kraft, project co

director) and Hebrew University (E. Tov, project co-director? 

have committed large amounts of IIcost sharing II funds to the 

project, and continued generous support from David Packard and 

his IBYCUS System office in installing and maintaining the com

puter configuration deserves particular mention. 

The primary goals for this grant period are (1) morphological 

b " "g wl"th the machine-readable analysis of the entire corpus, egmnm 
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text of the Rahlfs edition purchased from the Thesaurus Linguae 

Graecae Project, but ultimately extending to the relevant textual 

variants as well, (2) encoding of the textual variants from the 

Gottingen and Cambridge editions, and (3) alignment of the par

allel Greek and Hebrew texts of at least the Pentateuch, for com

parative analysis. 

The initial stages of morphological analysis have been com

pleted, and the resulting materials are being verified and cor

rected. The text-critical data have been entered for Ruth and 

for part of Samuel-Kings; the Pentateuch is the next priority. 

Ultimately, the project hopes to produce as complete a data base 

as practical, which will be available at cost to all qualified 

researchers, and a variety of by-products (concordances, 

lexical tools, analyses) as appropriate. We are anxious to re

ceive advice and suggestions, and will continue to develop a 

network of interested volunteers associated with the project and 

its needs as well as to explore ways of raising the necessary 

additional funding to complete the projected data bank. 

New Manuscript of the Greek Deuteronomy 

Six small fragments from Qumran cave 4 which had been 

labeled !Tnon-biblical Greek!! have recently been identified by 

Eugene Ulrich as the remains of a manuscript of Deuteronomy. 

The manuscript (4QLXXDeut) has been assigned the Rahlfs 

number 819 by Professor R. Hanhart of the Septuaginta

Unternehmen. 

New Books by roses Members 

Since the last issue of BIOSCS went to press, three books 

relating to the Septuagint by IOSCS members have been received. 

In a work of major importance, The Tezt-Critiaal Use of the 

Septuagint in BiblioaZ Researah (Jerusalem Biblical Studies 3; 

Jerusalem: Simor, 1981), Emanuel Tov offers a rich blend of 
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theory and detailed examples concerning I1The Reconstruction of 

the Hebrew Text Underlying the LXX: Possibilities and Impossi

bilities" (Part 1) and concerning the nature of liThe Hebrew Text 

Underlying the LXX" (Part II), The book(343pp.; $17) may be 

ordered from Sim~r Ltd. j P.O. Box 39039 J Tel Aviv, Israel 61390. 

or from Eisenbrauns ($18 [$16.25], see below). 

Bruce M. Metzger, Man:u.scripts of the Greek Bib1.e: An In

troduction to Greek Pa1.aeogr-aphy (New York and Oxford: Oxford 

University. 1981) presents a clear and instructive exposition of 

many aspects of Greek palaeography, from the origins of the Greek 

alphabet and the making of ancient books. to uncial and minuscule 

handwriting and such special features of biblical manuscripts as 

nomina saara, colometry. and onomastica. Included are excellent 

facsimiles. almost all in actual size, of 13 MSS of the LXX and 32 

of the NT. (x+150pp .• incl. 45pl.; $17.95/£10.-). 

James H. Charlesworth. in The Nehl Discoveries in St. Cath

erine's Monastery: A Prelimina:ry Report on the Manusoripts 

(ASOR Monograph Series 3; Winona Lake, IN: ASOR, 1981) in

troduces those MSS with a preliminary report on the discoveries, 

an account of the rumors and counter-rumors, a brief discussion 

of the MSS, facsimiles from seven MSS, and newspaper articles on 

the discoveries. The monograph (xv + 45 pp., incl. 8 pI.; $6.00 

[member price $4.80}) may be ordered from Eisenbrauns, P.O. 

Box 275, Winona Lake, IN 46590, USA. 

Honors for a Past President 
Harry M. Orlinsky was elected a member of the Society of 

Scholars of the Johns Hopkins University (its only humanist). 

He gave the Invitation Lecture and the Banquet Address at the 

Fiftieth Anniversary meeting of the Canadian Society of Biblical 

Studies in Ottawa, June 2~5, and has also been appointed to the 

Honorary Committee of the International Congress on Biblical 

Archaeology (Jerusalem, April 2~9. 1984), sponsored by the Israel 

Academy of Sciences and Humanities. 

RECORD OF WORK 

PUBLISHED OR IN PROGRESS 

Aberbach '. M., and Grossfeld, B. Targum Onkelos to Genesis: 
Arama1-c Text and New Translation. Leiden: Brill, 1981. 

Aly, Zaki. Three Rolls of the Early Septuagint: Genesis and 
Deuteronomy. A photographic ed., with preface, introd., and 
notes by L. Koenen. Papyrologische Texte und Abhandlungen 
27. Bonn: Rudolf Habelt, 1980. 

Beentjes, P.?: IT!esus Sirach en Tenach. Een onderzoek naar en 
een classlflcatle van parallellen, met bijzondere aandacht voor 
hun functie in Sirach 45: 6-26. 11 Ph.D. dissertation Amste
dam, 1981. ' r 

Blau, Joshua. On Polyphony in Bihliaal Hehrew. Proceedings of 
the Israel ~cade~y of S~iences and Humanities VI, 2 (Jerusalem 
1982) (detaIled dISCUSSIon of transliterations in the LXX). 

Bodine, W.R. (1) The Greek Text of Judges; Recensional DeveZ
opments. HSM 23. Chico: Scholars, 1980. (2) An analysis of 
the textual affiliations of the Peshitta of Judges [in progressl. 

Burchard, Christoph. "Ein vorlaufiger griechischer Text von 
Joseph und Aseneth, n Dielheimer Blatter zwn AZten Testcunent 
14 (Okt. 1979) 2-53. 

Burke. David G. The p t f B h oe ry 0 aruc. SCS 10. Chico: Scholars. 
1981. 

Busto-Saiz, J. R. 
de Sfmaco, n 

IIEI texto teodocionico de Daniel y la traduccion 
Sefarad 40 (1980) 41-55. 

Casetti, P;; Keel, 0.; et Schenker, A., eds. Melanges Dominique 
B~thel~y: E~des hihliques offertes a l'occasion de son 
60 ann1-versaz.re. Orbis Biblicus et Oriental,'s 38 F'b / G"ttO . rl ourg 

o mgen, 1981 (many articles on the Septuagint). 

Charlesworth, James H. The New Discoveries in St Cath . , M, t" . ennes 
ooos ery: A Px:elunz.nary Report on the Manuscripts. ASOR 

Monograph SerIes 3. Winona Lake, IN: ASOR. 1981. 

Chaze. M. IlRemarques et notes sur les versions grecque et ladino 
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du Pentateuque de Constantinople, 1547,11 pp. 323~32 in Hom
mage a Georges Vajda. Louvain. 1980. 

Collins, Johu, and Nickelsburg. George. Ideal Figures in Ancient 
Judaism: Profiles and Pax>adigms. 8eS 12. Chico: Scholars, 
1982. 

Deboys, D.G. liThe Greek Text of 2 K:ings. lI M.Litt. thesis, Ox
ford, 1981 (director: S. Brock). 

Dian, Paul E. HDid Cultic Prostitution Fall into Oblivion during 
the Postexilic Era? Some Evidence from Chronicles and the 
Septuagint," CBQ 43 (1981) 41-8. 

Drazin, 1. Targum Onkelos on Deuteronomy. Leiden: Brill, 1981. 

Estrn, C. "Saint Jerome, de la traduction inspir~e a la traduction 
relativiste, II RB 88 (1981) 199-215. 

Fernandez-Marcos, N. (l)lINueva acepcion de TEPAL en las rVidas 
de los Profetas, rIT Sefarad 40 (1980) 27-40. (2) TlLa edicion 
de las 'Quaestiones in Reges et Paralipomena' de Teodoreto,n 
Sefarad 40 (1980) 235-53. (3) 'ILa religion judla vista por 
los autores griegos y latinos. 11 Sefarad 41 (1981) 3-25. (4) 
liLa Septuaginta y los hallazgos del Desierto de Juda, II in Sim
posio Bf-hUeo NaoionaZ (Salamanca. 26-29 Septiembre 1982) 
[in press] . (5) nThe Lucianic Text in the Books of Kingdoms. 
From Lagarde to the Textual Pluralism II [in press]. (6) Review 
of: J. Trebolle. SaZomon y Jeroboan; Historia de Za recension 
y redacaion de 1 Reyes 2 - 12; 14 (Salamanca/Jerusalem: Uni
versidad Pontificia. 1980) in Sefarad 41 (1981) [in press]. 

Gentry, Peter. TiThe Asterisked (Theodotionic?) Materials in 
Judges. IT Ph.D. dissertation, Toronto (dir.: J.W. Weyers) 
[in progress]. 

Gaylord, H. E. TiThe Slavonic Version of the Greek Apocalypse of 
Baruch. II Ph.D. dissertation, Hebrew University (dirs.: M.E. 
Stone. D. Flusser. and M. Altbauer) [in progress]. 

Grabbe, Lester L. IIAquilals Translation and Rabbinic Exegesis,n 
JJS 33 (1982) [in press]. 

Grossfeld, B. A Critical. Commentary on Targum Neofiti I to 
Genesis, with the text critically edited by L. H. Schiffman. 
Leiden: Brill, 1981. 

Hann. Robert. The Manuscript History of the PeaZms of SoZomon. 
SCS 13. Chico: Scholars, 1982. 

RECORD OF WORK 

Harrington, Daniel J. IJResearch on the Jewish Pseudepigrapha 
During the 19705," CEQ 42 (1980) 147-59. 

Heater, Homer. A Septuagint TransZation Technique in the Book 
Of Job. CBQMS 11. Washington: Catholic Biblical Associa
tion, 1982. 

9 

Hilhorst, A. (1) Semitismes et latinismes dans Ze Pasteur d'Her
mas. Graecitas christianorum primaeva 5. Nijmegen, 1976. 
(2) TIDarius l Pillow (1 Esdras iii. 8). TI JTS 33 (1982) 161-3. 

Jonge, Marinus de. liThe Main Issues in the Study of the Testa
ments of the Twelve Patriarchs. T1 NTS 26 (1979-80) 508-24. 

Lee, J. A. L. tTEquivocal and Stereotyped Renderings in the LXX.II 
RB 87 (1980) 104-17. 

Lipscomb. W. L. liThe Armenian Adam Books. II Ph.D. dissertation. 
Columbia (dirs.: M. E. Stone. J. A. Sanders. and R. A. Kraft) 
[in progress] . 

Lust. Johan. ITEzekiel 36-40 in the Oldest Greek Manuscript,lT 
CEQ 43 (1981) 517-33. 

McCullough. J. C. TlThe Old Testament Quotations in Hebrews, II 
NTS 26 (1979-80) 363-79. 

McKay, K.L. !TOn the Perfect and Other Aspects in New Testament 
Greek," NT 23 (1981) 289-329. 

Metzger, Bruce M. Man:uscripts of the Greek BibZe: An Introduc
tion to Greek PaZaeography. New York and Oxford: Oxford 
University. 1981. 

Muller, Augustinus Rudolf. ITEx 17,15£ in der Septuaginta. II Bib
Lisake Notizen 12 (1980) 20-3. 

Nicholls, P. liThe Composition of the Testcunent of Job. II Ph.D. 
dissertation, Hebrew University (dir.: M. E. Stone) [in prog
ress] . 

Nickelsburg. George W. E. Jewish Literature Between the BibZe 
and the Mishnah: A Historical. ar.d Literary Introduation. 
Philadelphia: Fortress. 1981. 

Pace. S. A. liThe Old Greek Translation of Daniel 7-12.11 Ph.D. 
dissertation. University of Notre Dame (dir.: E. Ulrich) lin 
progress] . 

Passoni de1l'Acqua. A. IlRicerche sulla versione dei LXX e i pa
piri." Aegyptus 61 (1981) 171-211. 
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Peters, Melvin K. H. liThe Textual Affiliations of Genesis 1: 1-4:2 
According to Papyrus Bodmer 311 [in pressl. 

Richard. Earl. 'IThe Old Testament in Acts: Wilcox1s Semitisms in 
Retrospect,lI CEQ 42 (1980) 330-41. 

Safrai, C. H. liThe Pseudo-Philonic 'De Sampsone. l
!1 Ph .. D. dis

sertation, Hebrew University (dir.: M. E. Stone) [in progress]. 

S atran. D. " The Figure of Daniel in Jewish and Chr~stian Exege
sis. 1I Ph.D. dissertation, Hebrew University (dIT.: M. E. 
Stone) [in progress] . 

Schenker, Adrian. Psalmen in der He:JJapla: Erste kPitische und 
votZ.stlindige Ausgabe der Hexaptarischen Fragmente auf dam 
Rande der Handsohrift Ottobonianus Graeaus 398 zu den Pa 
24-32. Studi e Testi 295. Citta del Vaticana, 1982. 

Shutt. R. J. H. ITThe Concept of God in the Works of Flavius Jo
sephus." JJS 31 (1980) 171-89. 

Sie g ert Folker. Drei he 7.:lenistisah-jUdisahe .. Predigten: Ps.
Phiion~ l'Ube:r> Jona~" "Dber Simson" und "Uber diC!, Gottesbe
zeiahn:ung 'wohltatig ve:r>zehrendes Feuer.'11 1. Ubersetzung 
aus dem Armenischen und $p:r>achZ-iche E:r>Z-Ciuterunge1'l. WUNT 20~ 
Tiibingen, 1980. 

Silva, M. "Bilingualism and the Character of Palestinian Greek, II 
Bib 61 (1980) 198-219. 

Spottorno y Dlaz Caro, Ma. V. (:!.) liLa omision de Ez 36.2~b-38 
y la transposicion de capltulos en el Papiro 967: II Emer1-ta . 
(981) [in press}. (2) IIEI Papiro 967 de EzequIel como testI
monio prehexaplar, II Simposio Bf.blico Nacional (Salamanca, 
26-29 Septiembre 1982) [in press]. 

Stone, M. E. 0) AT'11Ienian Apocrypha Relating to the Patriarchs 
and Prophets. Jerusalem: Academy of Sciences, 19.82. (2) 
"Epigraphica Armeniaca Hierosolymitana, II and II EpIg. Arm. 
Hieros. II," Annual of Armenian Linguistics 1 (980) 51-68. 
and 2 (1981) 71-83. (3) The Penitenae of Adam. 2 vols. Cor
pus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium 429-30. Louvaln: 
Peeters. 1981. (4) II A Rare Armenian Coin from Jerusalem. II 
Israel Numismatia JOU:r>nal 4 (1980) 77-8. (5) IIReport on . 
Seth Traditions in the Armenian Adam Books, II pp. 459-71 In 
The Rediscove:r>y of Gnostiaism (Yale Conf:rence 1978), ed. 
B. Layton. Leiden: Brill, 1981. (6) SC:r>1.-ptures~ ~eats~ and 
Visions: A hofile of Judaism from Ezra to the ~em,.sh Re:vo7..ts. 
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980. (7) II Sinai ArmenIan InSCrIp
tions." BA 45 (1982) 27-31. 

RECORD OF WORK 11 

Talshir, Sipporah. "'Ezra ' haJ;tissony - diyoqan shel tar gum mil
luly. " Proceedings of the Eighth Wo:r>la Congress of Je11Jish 
Studies~ Bible. Jerusalem. 1982, pp. 47-52 (Hebrew). 

Tischendorf, C., ed. Bibliorum Codex SinaitiCJUs Pe.,t:r>opolitanus. 
4 vols.; repr. of the 1862 ed. Leiden: Brill, 1969. 

, 

Tov, Emanuel. (1) The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in 
BibZ-ical Research. Jerusalem Biblical Studies 3.1 Jerusalem: 
Simor, 1981. (2) liThe Lucianic Text of the Candnical and the 
Apocryphal Sections of Esther: A Rewritten Biblical Book. I' 
Textus 10 (1982) 1-25. (3) "Greek Translations, I! pp. 774-830 
in Encyclopedia Miqra~it 8. Jerusalem, 1982. (4) Lexica"l 
and Grammatical Studies on the Language of the Septuagint 
and its Revisions, rev. and enlarged ed. Jerusalem: Acade
mon, 1982. (5) I!A Modern Textual Outlook Based on the Qum
ran Scrolls, II RUCA [in press]. (6) "Criteria for Evaluating 
Textual Readings - The Limitations of Textual Rules, I! HTR 
[in press]. (7) Editorial work on and introduction to the fifth 
fascicle of M. L. Margolis, The Book of Joshua in G:r>eek (see 
Bunetin 14 [1980]17-21). 

Trebolle, Julio. (1) lIEI estudio de 4Q Sarna: Implicaciones exe
geticas e historicas,t' Est Bib 39 (981) 5-18. (2) liLa carda de 
SamarIa, Crftica textual, literaria e historica de 2 Re 17,3-6,11 
SaZmanticensis 28 (1981) 137-52. (3) "Textos 'Kaige' en la 
Vetus Latina de Reyes (2 Re 10,25-28),11 RB [in pressJ. 

Ulrich, Eugene. 0) HThe Greek Manuscripts of the Pentateuch 
from Qumran, Including Newly-Identified Fragments of Deu
teronomy (4QLXXDeut) 11 [in press]. (2) Preliminary edition 
of 4QDana ,b,c [in progress]. 

Waard, J. de. IIIHomophony l in the Septuagint, It Bib 62 (1981) 
551-61. 

Wevers, John Wm. (1) Ed. Numeri. Septuaginta: Vetus Testamen
tum graecum auctoritate Academiae Scientiarum Gottingensis 
editum 3/1. Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1982. 
(2) Text History of the Greek Numbers fin press]. (3) Levi
ticus and THGL [in press]. (4) liThe Textual Affinities of the 
Corrector(s) of Bin Numbers,lI pp. 139-53 in Studies in 
Philology in Honour of Ronald James Williams: A Festschrift, 
ed. G. E. Kadish and G. E. Freeman. Toronto, 1982. 

Zippor, Moshe. Review of: Targwn Hashivcim Lattorah [a modern 
Hebrew translation of the LXX by Z. Karl, Jerusalem 1979] in 
Kiryat Sepher 55 (1980) 168-74 (Hebrew). 
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REDACTION. RECENSION. AND MiDRASH 

IN THE BOOKS OF KINGS' 

Julio Trebolle 

Instituto Espano! Biblico y Arqueologico, Jerusalem 

Research on the books of Kings has been dominated in these 

last decades by the work of M. Noth on the Deuteronomistic 

redaction. 1 His masterpiece opened up new paths and proposed 

new models of research. After every masterpiece, however. re

search sooner or later becomes "scholasticizedlT and confines itself 

tamely to the lines traced by the master. Furthermore, the impact 

of a masterpiece tends either to marginalize earlier paths of research 

or to close them off entirely. Thus in the work of Noth and his 

disciples very little importance has been given to the contributions 

to be drawn from the versions (esp. the LXX and the VL) for 

reoension history and text history of the books of the Bible. 

In the books of Kings these versions offer many important variant 

readings with respect to the MT. Noth1s work in 1943 coincided with 

a generalized "return to the MTll movement. 2 At that time the 

Greek version came to be considered mostly as a targum or as a 

midrashio paraphrase of the Hebrew. J. W. Wevers at mid-century 

and more recently D. W. Gooding and R. P. Gordon developed this 

line of research by studying the 11 principles of exegesis ll under

lying the Greek version of Kings and the midrashic elements it 
o 3 

can tams. 

If the early decades of this century were characterized by both 

the use and abuse of conjecturally restoring the llprimitive text ll 

(Urtext) by choosing among the many variants found in the versions, 

12 
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these last decades have seen the analogous abuse of conjecturing, 

on literary grounds, what was the 11 primitive forml! (Urfarm) , and 

this on the basis of the Massoretic text alone. Consequently, if 

on the one hand the history of the tradition and redaction of Kings 

(10th-5th century BC) now appears excessively complicated, on 

the other hand we are content with a very simple history of the 

transmission of the text. In the long span stretching from the 5th 

century BC up to the medieval Massoretes, it is currently assumed 

that there existed but a simple and direct line of textual trans-
o 0 0 H b ( 4 mISSIon In e rew Noth) j the variants of the versions are con-

sidered to be merely tendentious deviations from a uniform Hebrew 

text. 

The study of the biblical MSS of Qumran. in particular of 
4QS a,b,c h f il o 

am , as ac Itated a new understanding of the parallel 

history and parallel evolution of the Hebrew and Greek texts of 

Samuel-Kings. This new knowledge creates the need for an inter

disciplinary dialogue between the practitioners of redaction history 

(Noth and his school) and those of the study of the transmission 

and recension of the text (e. g .• W. F. Albright, F. M. Cross, 

D. Barthelemy, etc.). 5 

In such a dialogue it will be accepted that many of the variants 

in the versions do not represent isplated phenomena or occasional 

acts of negligence on the part of the translators and/or copyists. 

Rather, they represent complete patterns all their own which cor

respond to different types of text that once existed in the Hebrew 

tradition. It will also be accepted that the plurality of textual 

types can even reflect different stages in the earlier process of 

the redaction and editing of the text. 

Our study begins with the textual and literary analysis of 

selected passages. From these analyses a working method will be 

extracted which will prove to be better adapted to the textual and 

literary characteristics of the books of Kings. As a result. we 

j 
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will see the need for a return to textual criticism and frequently 

to the Urtext as found in the text of the versions. Instead of being 

an arsenal for random corrections to the current Hebrew text. these 

versions will serve as evidence for the existence of a non-Massoretic 

Hebrew type of text or a pre-Massoretic recension -form of the text. 

For its part, textual criticism will be seen to need the literary

critical method to help it isolate merely textual phenomena such as 

glosses. omjssions, and transpositions. 

1. Jeroboam at the Assembly at Shechem: 

MT 1 Kgs 12: 2 II LXX 11: 43 

1 Kings 12: 2 is one of the most important and most discussed 

passages in the books of Kings. The history of the Assembly at 

Shechem depends on the correct interpretation of this text. The 
e 

majority of authors tend to correct the MT wayyeseb •.. b to way-

yasob •.. min, in conformity with Alexandrinus (LXXA) and wi~h 
the parallel in Chronicles: II Jeroboam returned from Egypt. II 

The expression wayyeseb be appears frequently in contexts 

speaking of a flight into exile, forming part of a fixed narrative 

structure: 1I( ••• when X heard these things,) he sought to kill 

Y; Y was afraid, and he fled from the presence of X and settled 

in Zll ( .• . wysm c ••• Jt dbryw wybqs ..• lhmyt )t •.. wyr.) ••• wybr~ mpny 

-¥ b be ) The flights of Moses, Jephthah, David, Ab-.. . wayyese .... 

salom, and Jeremiah are all expressed in this narrative pattern 

(d. esp. Exod 2:14-15; Jer 26:21; cf. also Judg 9:21,11:3; 

1 Sam 19:2,23:14-15,27:1-4; 2 Sam 4:1-3,13:37-38). This 

conventional expression is found in narratives from such diverse 

epochs as, for example, the story of the flight of Idr~i (14th 

century BC) and the NT flight of Joseph into Egypt. In these 

notices the fleeing protagonist ends up IIresiding inll or II settling 

in II a place of exile, 

The text in 12:2 reproduces essential elements (!The fled,., 

and settled in .. ,II ;::: wybrb ... wysh h •.. ) of that narrative sequence 
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(above). This proves the value of the reading wayyeseb ... be 

against the generally proposed correction. Furthermore, it ren

ders impossible the proposed separation of the two verbs by 

consigning one to the parenthetical sentence and one to the main 

sentence: TlWhen Jeroboam, son of Nebat, learned of this (for he 

was still in Egypt, whither he had fled from King Solomon), then 

Jeroboam returned from Egypt. II The expression wayyeseb be 

also forms part of the inserted parenthesis. The corresponding 

passage in the Old Greek, located in 11: 43, confirms this conclu

sion: here the parenthesis includes and closes after the expres

sion Hand Jeroboam settled in Egyptll (hOs ephygen ek prosopou 

Salamon kai ekatheto en Aigyptq). Then follows the apodosis of 

the main sentence: IIhe set out and came to his city in the land 

of Sareira, in the mountains of Ephraimll (kateuthynei kai erche

tai eis ten polin autou eis ten gen Sareira ten en orei Ephraim). 

The subject of the apodosis must be the same as the subject 

of the protasis, IIJeroboam. TI Furthermore, the same verb, wyb.J, 

is attested in all the forms of the manuscript tradition: in the Q 

wyb.J of 1 Kgs 12:3 and in 17 MSS (Kwyb)w); in LXX 11:43 and in 

LXX 12:24f; in the Hexaplaric text of LXXA 12: 3 (including the 

Armenian and Syrohexaplar versions); and in 2 Chr 10; 3. The 

nucleus of the original apodosis, then, is contained in the ex

pression: IIWhen Jeroboam learned of this ... , he came to ... 11 

(wyb) yrb (m) • 

This main sentence is found outside its proper context in both 

the MT and the Old Greek. In the MT it interrupts the sequence 

between verses 1 and 3b (d. LXX)! II Iv 1] Rehobo-am went to 

Shechem, where all Israel had come to proclaim him king. Iv 3b] 

They said to Rehoboam .... II In the Old Greek it is interpolated 

by means of the process of Wiede'l'oufncihme, between the concluding 

formulas of Solomonls reign: I'Solomon rested with his ancestor's; 

he was buried in the City of David his father (LXX: When Jero

boam, son of Nebat, learned of this .•. ). King Solomon rested 
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with his ancestors, and his son Rehoboam succeeded him as,king.US 

According to the arrangement of the text in the MT. Jeroboam 

returns from Egypt when he learns that all Israel and Rehoboam 

have assembled in Shechem (d. v 1); thus, the dmC' of 12: 2 now 

in the MT refers to the assembly. The Old Greek, on the con

trary. alone preserves an original element: Jeroboam returns 

from Egypt when he learns that Solomon has died; thus. the SmC 

of 12: 2 (= the ekousen of LXX 11: 43) originally referred to the 

death of Solomon and connected with 11: 40, of which it is the 

direct continuation. Accordingly, 11 [JeroboamJ remained in Egypt 

until the death of Solomon ... ; when Jeroboam learned of [the 

death of Solomon) ... , he came ...• II A similar passage in 1 Kgs 

11: 21 has a formally similar element: Hadad also returned from 

Egypt upon hearing of the death of David (sm" .•• ky fmtJ. •. ). 9 

A further confirmation is found in the text of a notice pre

served in the so-called l1supplement ll or IImidrashTl of the Old 

Greek in 12: 24c(d,f). This form of the notice represents or 

closely approximates the original. It even contains a formal ele

ment of the literary genre Tlflight notice" which is absent in MT / 

LXX 11:40, that is, the ufear f1 of the persecuted (uJyr~ = kai 

ephobJthe): 11 [v 24c) Solomon sought to kill Jeroboam; Jeroboam 

ws afraid and fled to Egypt where he found refuge with Shishak, 

and he settled there until the death of Solomon. [24d] When Jero

boam learned in Egypt that Solomon had died ••• , [24f) he ccune to 

••• • 11
10 All the essential elements of the l1flight notice l1 are found 

here assembled in the proper order: (1) the persecution (wybqa 

•• • lhmyt "t •.. ); (2) the flight of the persecuted (wybrlJ); (3) 

the temporary residence in exile of the persecuted person (wysb/ 

wyhy b ••• ); (4) the news of the persecutor's death (wyhy ksm( 

ky mt); and (5) the return (wyb" ..• ). 

Such an argument of literary criticism, based on the literary 

genre of the II flight notice l1 and based on form rather than on 

content, allows us to resolve here a question of textual criticism: 

-
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which of the two is the preferred reading, I!settled inll or l1re

turned from ll ? It equally allows us to discover the limits of the 

present literary unit. 

19 

The 11flight notice!! of the MT /LXX 11: 40 (= also LXX 12: 24c) 

continues and ends with the sentence: !!When Jeroboam heard ... , 

he came to ••. " (MT 12:2; LXX 11:43 and 12:24d,f). The LXX 

texts 11: 43 and 12: 24f both identify this place as Sareira. This 

!1flight notice!! is a part of the whole narrative beginning with the 

abortive revolt of Jeroboam (MT 11:26-28; LXX 12:24b) and fol

lowing with the account of the Assembly at Shechem (MT 12: 3b-21; 

LXX 12: 24nf3"p-x). There can be no doubt, then, that Jeroboam 
11 was at the Assembly at Shechem from its very outset. He is not, 

however, expressly mentioned as being present. In fact, the only 

people who intervene in the deliberations are those who are autho

rized, such as the elders of the people and, in opposition to them, 

the young friends and counselors of Rehoboam's court. 

II. The Accession Formula: Text and Composition 

It is not possible to discuss here the text of the so-called 

lIsupplementli or uduplicatel! in LXX 12:24a-z. Since the time of 

Meyer (1906) 12 it was quite simply set aside as being late TTmid

rash. 11 Gooding qualified it as pedantic in its chronology and as 

biased against, and insulting to, Jeroboam. The first verse of 

this ITsupplement" (LXX 12: 24a) appears to be a uduplicate TT of 

the accession formula of Solomon and Rehoboam . 

The stereotyped phraseology of the accession formula recurs 

frequently throughout the books of Kings. This therefore allows 

us another approach to the study of the process of the recension 

and composition of the books. Despite the rigidity of its formu

lation, the accession formula nevertheless undergoes numerous 

variations. As an explanation for this phenomenon Bin-Nun sup

poses a plurality of formulations in the original source. E. Cortese 

thinks rather of a redactor IS literary variations upon the primitive 

j 
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formula. These authors do not take into account the textual vari

ants of the Old Greek and. in the case of Rehoboam, do not pay 

the least attention to the text of LXX 12: 24a. 13 

The accession formula is as follows: "In the year •.. of X. king 

of Israel/Judah, there became king Y, son of Z. king of Judah! 

Israel ... " (Mnt •.• z. .. [bn ••• ] mZk YBr"Z/yi1LJ<ih mZk ••• bn ••• 'Z 

yi1LJ<ih/ysr 'z) . 

In five cases in the MT. the formulation of the phrase pre

sents a common anomaly, repeated by LXXB in the kaige section. 

This anomaly consists in inverting the order of the sentence in 

such a way that the synchronism shifts to the second position: 

"Y, son of Z J became king over Judah/Israel in the year ... of X, 

king of Israel/Judahll (l Kgs 16: 29 Ahab; 22: 41 Jehoshaphat; 

22:52 Ahaziah of Israel; 2 Kgs 3:1 Jehoram of Israel; 12:1Joash 

of Judah). 

In these cases, the text of the Old Greek, reflected in the 

kaige section only by the Antiochene text, always preserves in

tact the original formulation with the synchronism in the initial 

position: en tq eniaut-q.... The change in the MT is always 

occasioned by the transposition of the whole formula to a different 

context from its primitive location. A displacement of the formula 

in the ensemble of the composition provokes a readjustmentin the 

formulation of the phrase. 

The anomaly in the formulation of MT 1 Kgs 16: 29 (Ahab), 

22: 41 (Jehoshaphat), and 22: 52 (Ahaziah of Israel) is_in each case 

due to the transposition of the occurrence of the formula in refer

ence to Jehoshaphat. The original position of Jehoshaphat's ac

cession formula was in 1 Kgs 16: 28a. This is attested by the Old 

Greek (LXXBL in a non-kaige section). which has here the formu

la in its regular form. The original position fits the pattern of 

synchronisms which structures the composition of 1-2 Kings. 14 
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In the same way the anomaly of the MT in the formulation of 

2 Kgs 3: 1 (Jehoram of Israel) is motivated by the transposition of 

the formula. Its original position was in 2 Kgs 1: 18a. This fact 

is atteste~5 by the Old Greek (LXX
L 

in the kaige section and J 0-

sephus) , which here has the normal formula; it corresponds, 

furthermore" to a second, principle of the composition of the books: 

that compositional units (notices or historical narratives. pro

phetic oracles and narratives, etc.) must be integrated within the 

framework of that reign with which they are synchronized. In 

the text-form reflected by the Old Greek, the prophetic narratives 

of chap. 2 are set within the framework of the reign of J oram. On 

the contrary, in the MT they remain outside the framework of any 
reign. 16 

The MT of 2 Kgs 12: 1 first gives the age of Joash of Judah at 

the moment of his accession to the throne, followed by the syn

chrO?iSm for his accession. The Old Greek. represented here by 

LXX , preserves once more the habitual formulation. 

In an earlier passage the MT presents the synchronism in the 

accession formula for Ahaziah of Judah in 8: 25 ("In the 12th year 

of Joram son of Ahab"), but in 9: 29 it adds a different synchro

nism corresponding to the chronological system of the Old Greek: 

"in the lIth year of Joram son of Ahab, Ahaziah began to reign 

over Judah." This phrase and its synchronism belong to the 

original text of the regnal formula of Ahaziah as preserved in the 

so-called "addition U of LX XL VL after 10'.36. The formula comes 

immediately before the ,"conspiracy notice" (qsr (l) of Jehu, re

dacted according to the narrative pattern of the II conspiracy" or 

"coup d'etatll (hk:h~ Putsahbericht)! 

... Kat 'Oxo~La~ ulo~ ~v ELKOOl Kat Buo ETWV EV 

T0 SaolAEuElV uUT6v. Kat £VlUUTOV Eva ESaalAEu
OEV EV IEPouoaAn~. KaL 5vo~a Tn~ ~nTpOC aUTou 
fo8oALU 8uvaTnp AxaaB SUOlA€W~ IopanA. Kat ETIO-

J 
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PEu8n EV 650 O[KOD AxaaB .... Kat ERopEu8n 

'Oxo~La~ tnt A~anA SaoLAEo Lupta~ 8L~ TI6AE~OV. 

T6~E auVnWEV Iou ulo~ Na~EaaEL tnt Iwpa~ uLov 
AxaaB SaoLAEo IapanA. Kat ErraTa~EV aUTOV tv 
IE~panA, Kat aTIE8aVEV. KaL EL6~EuaEv Iou Kat 
TOV 'Oxo~tav BaOLAEO 'Iou6a tnt TO &p~a, KaL 
uneSaVEV. Kat aVEStSaaav aUTOV or TIat6E~ 

aUTO\) tv IEpouaoJ..;nll Kat 80JTTOUOLV Olnov llETCt 

TWV ltaTEPWV OUTDD tv nOAEL LiaUEL.6 (2 Kgs 10:36+). 

The Old Greek (d. VL) here preserves the text of Jehu 1s 

coup d 1etat notice integrally and in its proper place, that is, 

after the initial formula of Ahaziah and before the beginning of 

chap. 11. Also in the MT the initial sentence of the notice 

(8: 28a) follows the initial formula of Ahaziah (8: 25-27). Never

theless, the remainder of this notice, taken from the Annals of 

Judah, now appears in the MT in pieces scattered throughout a 

prophetic narrative which comes from the Northern Kingdom and 
17 recounts the revolt of Jehu (8:28ai 9:14a.28). 

The composition of the books of Kings appears then as a 

process in three stages: (1) At first there was a synchronic 

scheme of the reigns of Israel and Judah. (2) Within this scheme 

were integrated notices from the Annals of both kingdoms (e. g . , 

II conspiracy notices!T). Also in the second stage, narratives 

gathered from prophetic and historical sources were incorporated 

into the framework of the respective reigns with which they were 

synchronized. (3) Finally. Deuteronomic comments were added 

at various stages difficult to define precisely for each case. 18 

One thing is clear: in order to reconstruct the history of the 

redaction and composition of the books it is necessary first to 

reestablish correctly the history of the recension of the text. 

The type of text on which the Old Greek is based occasionally 

shows knowledge of a text in which not all of the Deuteronomic 
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additions had yet been made or in which these had been arranged 

according to a different compositional plan. 19 Thus, for example. 

the regnal formula of Rehoboam in LXX 1 Kgs 12: 24a lacks the Dtr. 

addition found in MT /LXX 14: 21-22 and ignores the anomalous 

formulation found in 14: 21a. Again. the narratives of the consul

tation of Ahijah of Shiloh and of the Assembly at Shechem are pre

sented in LXX 12:24g-z in a pre-Dtr. form. Or again, in the LXX 

the account of the construction of the Jerusalem temple lacks the 

Dtr. addition found in MT 1 Kgs 6: 11-14; this addition is demar

cated in the MT by means of Wiederaufnarune, where the expression 

uSolomon built the temple Cl?d completed itIT is repeated (6:9 and 14). 

A final example will summarize and confirm the above conclu

sions. In the MT of 2 Kgs 13: 10-13, and consequently in the kaige 

text of LXX
B

, the initial and final formulas of J ehoash of Judah 

follow immediately one upon the other. No space is left, then, for 

any narrative material which belongs to the reign of Jehoash. The 

prophetic narrative of 13: 14-21 and the notice of the verses 22, 

(23),24-25 are found outside the framework of his reign. This is 

contrary to the principle of integration of literary units which 

governs the composition of the book. Moreover, a duplication of 

the concluding formula of Jehoash is reproduced in the MT /LXXB 

at 14:15-16. Finally. the notice in MT and kaige 13:22,24-25, 

taken from the Annals. appears interrupted by the Dtr. insertion 

of v 23: 

OG (LXXL) 

13:3-7,23 

13: 10-11 

13: 14-21 

13: 22, 24-25 

13: 25+ 

Dtr. comments 

accession formula 

epilogue formula 

prophetic narrative 

notice 

epilogue formula 

MT/LXXB 

13: 3-7 

13:10-11 

13: 12-13 

13: 14-21 

13:22,(23 Dtr.) ,24-25 

On the other hand, in the text of the OG (LXXL) and Josephus 

the concluding formula of Jehoash. here located after 13: 14-25, 

J 
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encloses the prophetic narrative and the historical notice corres

ponding to his reign (vv 14-25). Furthermore, this same OG text 

ignores the repetition of the concluding formula as found in the 

MT of 14: 15-16. It also locates 13: 23 inside the Dtr. commentary 

composed of vv 3-7 and 23. The notice of the victory over the 

Arameans, then, does not undergo the Deuteronomic interruption 

found in the MT (13: 23). Moreover. this OG notice preserves an 

ending (cf. 13: 25. now missing in the MT) in which reference is 

made to the war in Aphek. All these literary units (prophetic 

narrative. notice, and Dtr. comments) are linked among themselves 

by mutual references: all revolve around the "salvation" in the 

war at Aphek (tsw?L, soteria,cf.13:5,17,24-25). 

In the above examples we have used an analysis which com

bines textual (TTlower") and literary (Ilhigherll) criticism, that is. 

recension history and redaction history. We applied this method 

to the two text-types of 1-2 Kings, the proto-Massoretic and that 

underlying the Old Greek. This kind of analysis allows us to dis

cover an earlier stage of the composition of the books in which 

distinct literary units maintain a greater degree of literary unity 

and integrity, and in which they are not as fragmented and rid

dled with interruptions as they are in the proto-Massoretic text. 

III. The Construction of Solomon! s Palace: 

MT 1 Kgs 7:1-12 II LXX 7:38-50 

J. W. Wevers, D. W. Gooding, and L. Prijs have stressed the 

rnidrashic and targumic character of the LXX translation in the 

books of Kings. It is now necessary to establish the criteria which 

will allow us to answer the question: IIVorZage or Targum?1I In 

order to do this we now propose two further examples for discus-

sion. 

In the MT and in the OG of 2 Kgs 6: 2-7: 51 the differences in 

order of the literary units are as follows [the LXX verse numbers 

have their counterpart in the MT listed in brackets]: 

REDACTION. RECENSION. AND MIDRASH 

LXX 

Chrono1og- 6: 4-5a[ 6: 37-38a] 
ical note 

MT 

Temple 6:6-34[6:2-36] 6:2-36 Temple 

Temple 

Palace 

7:1-37[7:13-51] 

7: 38-50[7: 1-12] 

6:37-38a,b Chronolog
ical note 

7: 1-12 Palace 

7: 13-51 Temple 

25 

In the MT the description of the construction of the palace is 

found inserted in the middle of the account of the construction of 

the temple. The LXX. by contrast, first presents the narrative of 

the construction and decoration of the temple and only later makes 

reference to the palace. It appears intentionally to separate the 

temple from the palace. Gooding sees in this a separation of the 

religious from the profane and accordingly rejects this TTreverentll 

order. He attributes it to the typical piety and pedantry of the 
20 translator in questions of chronology. 

Methodologically speaking, however, an argument based on 

the formal aspects of a given text should take precedence over an 

argument based on its possible IItendencies. TT It also comes first 

in order as one applies the several critical methods. Tendenzkritik 

is very much exposed to the fantasies and the biases of each exe

gete. In the present case the valid formal criteria derive from a 

principle already demonstrated above: when a textual corruption 

is related to a transposition in a given text, the corruption is 

probably caused by. and is a sign of, that same transposition. In 

this case the transposition could have been made under the influ

ence of the process of ring composition or Wiederaufnahme. 

The proto-Massoretic text has transposed the ensemble formed 

by the two literary units 6:37-38a and 7: 1-12a. The evidence for 
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these two transpositions is found in the discrepancies which have 

been left in the present text. The insertion of this block of 

material in a new context has ccmsed the corruption of the form 

of the MT in the two verses which constitute the points of inser

tion and suture: 6: 36 and 7: 12b (LXX 6: 34). The text of these 

verses is as follows: 

6: 34[ 6: 36[ 

KaL .0Ko66~naEv 

TDv aUADv 'tDv € a u)Lcnnv 

Tp£t~ aLtxou~ aTIEAEKnTWV 

Kat aLLXO~ KaL£Lpvaa~Evn~ KEOPOU 

KUKA08EV (:1':10) 

KOL $Ko66~naE KaLaTIELaa~a 

Tii~ aUAii~ 

TaU ULAUU TaU OLKOU (n~~n niH7) 

TOU KaTa np6awnov TaU vuau 

MT 

6:36 
):1'1 

n'l,Ll'l.1~il j::tnrr hH 

n'll '"1ll'l nlll7111 

O'I"1tl nn"1:J 111:l1 

{ 

7: 37-38a.(b) 
TRANSPOSITION 

7:1-11 

7: 49[ 7: 12a] 7:12a 

Tn~ aUAn~ Tn~ ~EyaAn~ KUKAOL 

TPEr~ OTLXOL anEAEKnTWV 

:1':10 n711ln "1~nl 

n'll 0'111:l mIJ7111 

0'11<1 nn"1:J Ill'll 

7:12b 

h'lJil O/H/I h'lb'l.19J1 illrr'l n'lj j::tn/1 

Kat aTLXO~ KEKOAAn~Evn~ KE6pou 

The two passages (LXX 6:34[6:36] and MT 7:12) use identi

cal expressions to refer to the portico of the temple (Jlm hbyt) , 

the interior court (0071' hpnymyt) , and the type of construction 

composing the interior and exterior court walls (sbyb Blah ~[m) 

gzyt lVptJr k:1'tt .Jrzym; in the LXX the only difference is that 6:34 

[6:36] kyklothen = sbyb appears at the end of the sentence). This 

! 
•• 
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textual parallelism is heightened by a parallelism of context. The 

two verses cited above, MT 7: 12b and LXX 6: 34[6: 36] J mark the 

transition to a similar block of material (MT 7: 13-51 II LXX 7: 1-37) 

also referring to the portico of the temple (d. LXX 7: 3( 7: 15J to 

ailam tau oikou) and to the interior court, in which are found the 

cult objects mentioned in the sequel (columns, II sea, II and bronze 

basins, etc.). This double parallelism of text and context facili

tates the movement from one text to the other and simplifies the 

insertion of the block MT 7: 1-9(10-11) between the two, with 7: 12 

forming a Wiederaufnahme of 6: 36. 

As it now stands. the insertion of 7: 1-11 has provoked a tex

tual corruption in the MT in its forms of the two verses, 7: 12b 

and 6: 36, between which the foreign piece has been forcibly in

terpolated: 

(1) The MT 7: 12b has little meaning in itself and even 

less in its present context (7: 1-12a). The context makes refer

ence to the construction of the palace and of its large outer court. 

It makes no sense to refer, as does 12b, to the interior court and 

the portico (-"ulam) of the temple. This reference, however, helps 

smoothe the transition to the following description in MT 7: 13-51 

of the cult objects found in the ~lCun and the interior court of 

the temple. This shift to a description of the temple is the reason 

for the lIaddition!1 by Wiederaufnahme of 7: 12b in the MT. 

(2) Furthermore. the MT form of 6: 36 has lost its ending, 

which was in part transposed to provide 7: 12b in the MT. The 

reference to the vestibule of the temple (l -'Zm hbyt) retains its 

original context in LXX 6: 34. After the description of the debfr 

and the hekitl with their respective doors (6: 18aB-33 [6: 19-35]) , 

we pass logically to the deSCription of the third section of the 

temple: the -'uZ-O:m or vestibule framed by its bronze pillars (7:13-

22). Such is the sequence in the LXX where the link between the 

references to the vestibule and those to its two pillars is expressed 
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by the common allusion to the I1vestibule of the temple II 

[om MTJ and 7:3[7:15J (to aUam tou oikou). 

in 6: 34 

IV. The Translation Equivalent lkn = ouah houtos (l"> kn): 

Vorlage or Targum? 

S. R. Driver qualified as Iistrange ll the occasional LXX trans

lation of the particle Zkn by an (interrogative?) ouch houtos, as 

though one were dealing with lJ kn: 1 Kgs 22: 19; 2 Kgs 1: 4,6, 

16; 19: 32; 21: 12; 22: 20. 21 All these passages are found in the 

kaige 'section yo of the Greek 'text of 1-2 Kings. According to 

L. Prijs. the JlLXX I1 in this case employs a Iitargumic 'l interpreta

tion of the type Jdl ,tiql'a. which consists in understanding a word 

by dividing it in to two parts. 

This IT strange IT version, however, is not the original in the 

OG. It is a clue which betrays a later recension of the text. 

Wherever it occurs, the Antiochene text, or at least some one of 

its representatives, such as the Vetus Latina or the Armenian 

version in its intermediate stage, 22 preserves the old version. 

Thus. in 2 Kgs 1: 16 the Antiochene text (bocze2) has dia 

touto where we find the reviser's phrase ouch hout08 in the rest 

of the MSS of the LXX. In two other cases, 2 Kgs 1:4,6, the 

LXXL offers a double reading, the reviser's reading followed by 

the .primitive reading: ouch houtos dia touto. In 2 Kgs 19: 32 

L h A' . t-there is an omission in the LXX , but t e rmenlan verSlOn a . 

tests ppoptep hoe; the intermediate stage of this version depends 

upon the proto-Lucianic text and consequently attests dia tout~ 

in the OG. In two other cases, 2 Kgs 21: 12 and 22:20, the LXX 

now presents the reviser's translation, but again the Armenian 

version here joined by Lucifer (ppopter hoe) reflects the primi

tive Greek dia touto. Finally, in LXXL at 1 Kgs 22: 19 the revi

ser's form reappears, but significantly enough Theodoret ignores 

it. 
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In Samuel-Kings the Hebrew particle Zkn appears only five 

more times: 1 Sam 2:30; 3:14; 27:6; 28:2; 1 Kgs 14:10. The 

first four cases correspond to the se~tion a, non-kaige, of the 

Greek text. In 1 Sam 2: 30 and 27: 6 all the MSS offer dia touto, 

confirming our supposition that this was the original version of 

the LXX. In 3: 14 the reviser's form reappears in the G MSS 

oud~ loueh houtos, but the VL (Pa"lWrpsestus Vindobonensis) offers 

ideo and the Ethiopic version (Aeth a) has et propterea, which 

attests a Greek dia touto. In 1 Sam 28: 2 the transmitted version 

is houto, which can equally come from ouch houtos or dia touto. 

The passage in 1 Kgs 14: 10 forms part of a larger Hexaplaric 

addition (vv 1-20) which was never part of the OG and here is 

taken from Aquila. Its version. dia touto. is in this case the 

typical Aquilan version. 

In order to obtain a more complete view of the translations of 

the particle Zkn. we need to take into account also the re~dering 

of the expression Z j kn from which the reviser's version is de

rived. In the only case of l,) kn in a non-kaige section (1 Sam 

30: 23) the OG translation for Z) t"sUJ kn is ou poiesete houtos. 

All the other cases of the reading ouch houtos (= MT 7,,) kn) are 

found in the kaige sections of the G text. This does not help to 

make a comparison between the possible readings of the old ver

sion and those of the proto-Theodotionic or kaige recension found 

elsewhere: 2 Sam 20: 21; 23: 5 (h,Qti ouoh houtos boc2e2 VL); 

2 Kgs 7: 9 (ti houtos bocze,); 2 Kgs 17: 9 (adikous boc,e, VL) . 

However, the case of 2 Sam 18: 14 is in itself very eloquent: 

Arm 

L~ kn 1]yLh 

touto ego arksomai ouch houtos mena 

dia touto ego aPksomai 

propter hoc quidem praeteribo 

The current text of the LXX offers a double reading. The 

first element preserves the old version, albeit in a truncated form 

J 
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without dia; the same form is attested by the Antiochene text, 

reflected in the Armenian version as well, presupposing the 

Vorlage taken -u~eZ.'lah. The second element corresponds to the 
23 

reviser I 5 version made according to the proto-MT. 

Thus, in the books of Samuel-Kings the translation Z-kn = ouch 

houtos is not that of the Old Greek. It corresponds instead to the 

later hebraizing recension represented by the kaige revision. 

CONCLUSION: Method in Identifying 

the Original Text of Kings 

The Hebrew, Greek, and Latin variants must be studied and 

assessed from the perspective of the history of the biblical text. 

The correct use of the principles of textual and literary criticism 

in restoring the Urtext depends in great measure upon following 

a correct theory of the history of the biblical text. 

The new understanding of the history of the text of (Samuel-) 

Kings gained in the light of the MSS discovered in Cave 4 at Qum

ran grounds the possibility of assigning a high value to the read

ings and the passages of the OG and (in the kaige sections) of 

the Antiochene text. 

The OG translated a type of Hebrew text which had already 

been used by Chronicles and which has now reappeared in Hebrew. 

especially in 4QSama •b ,c. Around the turn of the eras the OG was 

revised according to a Hebrew text of the proto-Massoretic type. 

This kaige revision in the MS tradition replaced the OG text in 

the sections 1 Kgs 1-- 2: 11 and 1 Kgs 22- 2 Kgs and may have 

left traces in the non-kaige section in some MSS. In those sec

tions then, the only path capable of leading us back to the primi

tive form of the Greek version is that which retraces the pre

Lucianic substratum of the Antiochene MSS. Consequently, a 

working method consisting of a three-stage approach is needed 

for the establishment and exegesis of the Hebrew Urtext of Kings: 

I 

• 
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(1) The first stage is that of rediscovering the OG. This 

consists in re-ascending the path traced by the successive re

visions (TTproto-Lucianic, IT proto-Theodotionic or kaige. Hexa

plaric, and Lucianic) . 
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(2) The second stage is that of approaching as nearly as 

possible to the Hebrew Vorl-age of the first translation ,and its 

revisions.
24 

In the dilemma Vorl-age or Targwn (and here we 

speak only for the text of Samuel-Kings) the balance weighs in 

favor of a non-Massoretic Vorl-age which is reproduced with a 

high degree of literalness by the OG translation. This primary 

version does not reflect more or less isolated Greek variants from 

a constant proto-Massoretic text, but rather an independent type 

of Hebrew text which had a different development. 

(3) The third stage consists in moving still farther back 

toward the Hebrew archetype (Urtext). This implies a critical 

excuninatio of the two basic types of text: the one represented 

by the proto-Massoretic text, reflected by the kaige and Hexa

plaric recensions. and the other represented by the Hebrew text 

of Chronicles (and by 4QSama , b,c in Samuel) and reflected by 

the OG. 25 

This examinatio must be carried out before any argumenta

tion based on possible biases in the content of the text. and it 

must utilize formal criteria such as the fixed structure of literary 

formulas and genres. the literary procedure of transposition and 

insertion of one passage into another by. e. g .• Wiederaufnahme, 

and the general principles of composition of the books of Kings. 

Editors, translators. and critics of the books of Kings have 

had frequent recourse to the Lucianic text in the kaige sections. 

It is all the more significant that this preference for the Lucianic 

text as nthe better text TT in these cases does not stem from a ten

dency favorable to it, but rather overcomes a prejudice wide

spread since the days of Rahlfs against the Lucianic revision and 
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against any possible existence of a "lucian before Lucian. 11
26 Such 

modern authors, then, must assign a high critical value to the 

type of text represented by the OG and/or by the pre-Lucianic 

or Antiochene text. This should not remain a merely occasional 

recognition, confined to those passages where the MT presents 

an insuperable corruption or difficulty. The two types of texts 

must first be studied separately on their own merits. Either or 

both of the two text-types may sometimes reflect previous second

ary redactional activity. Consequently, the analysis of the re

censional history of these texts constitutes a necessary step 

methodologically prior to the literary analysis of the chronologi

cally prior history of the composition and redaction of the criti

cally-identified Urtext. 
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I 

As is well known, there are many and sometimes striking 

differences between the Massoretic text of the book of Isaiah 

(MT Isa) and the Old Greek of this book (LXX Isa). Several 

explanations for these differences have been given in the last 

century. Some scholars believed that the Vorlage of the LXX Isa 

was markedly different from the MT Isa. 1 Others. however, 

criticized this view j in their opinion most differences were the 

work of the translator and were due mainly to factors such as 

faulty knowledge of the Hebrew language, misreadings, influence 

of the Aramaic, attempts to produce good Kaine Greek, and pre

dilection for a free and paraphrasing translation. 2 To these and 

other supposed factors 1. L. Seeligmann added a new one: a 

marked tendency toward contemporization by means of fulfillment

interpretation of the old oracles of the prophet Isaiah. 3 

My own research on the LXX Isa has led me to the conviction 

that this feature of the LXX Isa, as suggested by Seeligmann, is 

an important key not only for ,explaining differences between the 

Hebrew a'nd the Greek text of Isaiah, 'but also for a better under

standing of the Greek text itself. Recently I have dealt with some 

texts of the LXX Isa as examples of fulfillment-interpretation in 

Die alten Textzeugen des Jesajabuches.
4 

In this present article 
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I will deal with some verses of LXX lsa 23 as another example of 

this kind of interpretation. 

Seeligmaun adheres to the view that one can discover such 

interpretations only Hin isolated, free renderings, 11
5 

It is to be 

asked. however J whether one has to look upon free and inter

pretative renderings as lTisolatedl! from their Greek context. 

According to Seeligmann, one should not try lito discover logical 

connexions in any chapter or part of a chapter in our Septuagint

text. 11
6 as K. F. Euler did with LXX Isa 53. 7 Seeligmann studies 

the LXX lsa in relation to the Hebrew Vorlage exclusively and 

considers it unjustified to deal with the LXX lsa as a coherent 

text with its own meaning. Euler, on the other hand, aimed at 

treating LXX Isa 53 in both respects. J. M. Coste did the same 

with LXX Isa 25: 1_58 and reached the conclusion that the Greek 

passage in those verses, while very arbitrary in relation to the 

Hebrew, turns out to be a meaningful unity on its own. J. C. M. 

das Neves dealt in the same way with LXX Isa 24. 9 

It is in this twofold way that I will deal in this article with 

some verses of LXX Isa 23: (a) the Greek text in relation to "the" 

Hebrew text (primarily in a descriptive way), and (b) the Greek 

text on its own. As to Iithe" Hebrew text, important readings of 

Qumran MSS will be mentioned alongside the MT: first, readings 

of lQIsaa (contemporary with the LXX Isa). and then readings of 
b a c 10 lQlsa , 4Qlsa , and 4Qlsa . 

II 

23: 1 (The Heading) jo> 1'llllO - TO opa~a Tupou. 

The rendering apOllO (or apoaL<;) for HWb is characteristic 

of the LXX Isa and does not occur in the LXX elsewhere in the 

OT.
11 

In the LXX Isa not only the prophecy about Tyre in our 

chapter but also the book as a whole (1: I, d. MT) is called a 

"vision.1I The rendering apOllO is thus in line with apoaL<; of 1:1. 
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23: 1 W'lttl'ltl h)"1;JH 11"1;"/1 - OA.OAU<';ETE 1[AOLO Kapxn6ovoc;; 

n'l:Jb "til .,~ - OTL arrwAE"to 
Kl:Jtl - Kat OtJ1<E"CL £PXOV-rUL 

o"l,rrJ ViH'b - EK vfic KLTLEWV 

in; il/l) - ~K'[aL Ul.XllaAuHOC. 

MT-LXX: W"lWih has been rendered as Kapxnowv IICar

thage. II There is no rendering of n'l:Jll in the LXX; MT ::::: 

lQIsa a, lQIsa b. and 4QIsa a • ' •• t'n:ttl: the LXX reflects 

a sense-division different from that of the MT, i.e., in the 

LXX two (short) sentences, in the MT one (in the MT I'n:Jn 
belongs with n"1:3.r.J [see accentuation)). nil) - HIed cap

tive": cf. qal and hiphil of ill). No rendering of "] bi 

(but see below, v 2) . 

The first thing which is striking in this verse is the render

ing "Carthage lt for Tarshish, as is the case throughout chap. 23 

(vv 6, 10, 14).12 Outside this chapter, however. Tarshish has 

been rendered differently in the Old Greek of Isaiah: in 2: 16 the 

words W"IW'1tl 1"n "IJX '?:J are translated by TIaV 'JlAOLOV 8aAaa-
13 ane; (Tarshish as referring to the Mediterranean Sea), whereas 

the LXX offers TIAOLa 0apOLe; for W"IW'1tl tl'1"1JX in 60:9 and 

Sapo Le; for W'l W'ltl in 66: 19 (Tarshish in both cases understood. 

apparently. as the name of a [maritime1 country) .14 

In chap. 23 Tarshish is interpreted as II Carthage, It that is to 

say, as the most famous Phoenician city on the African coast of 

the Mediterranean Sea, founded long before by traders from 

Tyre.
15 

The question arises why the translator wanted to intro

duce Carthage into his version of Isa 23: only to make clear in 

which sense Tarshish had to be understood in relation to Tyre 

(d. LXX Ezek 27: 12.25), or to say something more? 

J. Fischer has suggested that LXX Isa 23 reflects a period in 

which Carthage still had a dominating position in the western part 

of the Mediterranean Sea (between 250 and 201 B. C.) . 16 Seelig-

-
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mann, on the other hand, describes the whole of our chapter in 

Greek as none distressful1amentation for the destruction of the 

1tAota Kapxn56voe;Tl l7 in the year 146 B.C. 

A further analysis of the meaning of v 1 in Greek is necessary 

in order to answer our question and to deal with the suggestions 

of both Fischer and Seeligmann. lIWail, ye ships of Carthage, for 

x is utterly destroyed, and y no longer come from the land of the 

Kittim; x is led captive. IT Seeligmann considers nthe shipsll as 

subject of cmwAETo. This, however, is improbable: clllWAETO 

(singular) is in line with ~'KTaL aLXIlCtAWTOe; (whereas fpxovTal.. 

is in the plural), and a Lx llaAU)'[oe; cannot refer to lIAO t~. Some

thing different must be the subject of the two singular verbs; the 

subject of ~pxovTa L, on the other hand, could be the ships. 

k h b · f'" 18 I· Usually, one thin s of Tyre as t e su Ject 0 aJIW/\ETO. tIS 

to be asked, however, whether the Greek of 23: 1 has to be under

stood in the same sense as the Hebrew. This should not be de

cided on the basis of the meaning of the Hebrew text, as often 

occurs, but on the basis of the context in the Greek text of chap. 

23. In this connection vv 10 and 14 are very important. 

23: 10 1~1~ '1~Y - epya,ou TnV ynV oou 

tll"i Witl tl:J ik'P::J - Ka 1 yap lIAO ta OUKET L 

11Y nm l'tl - EPXET(H (Ep)(ovraL A-26) 

EK Kapxn66voe;. 

MT-LXX: '1:JY - epya,ou: via '1:JY. d. 'UY lQIsaa 

(=LXX); "I:JY4QIsac (=MT). 1tl':J - Kat yap: via 

(X) "I:J; Ottley19 suggests ~H' "I ~. xa t yap lIAO ta: 

according to Fischer and Ziegler these words reflect the 

Hebrew tl'PJH "I.:J (instead of tl:J '1X/'lj), 20 but that is 

too speculative; '1H'l·:J MT ::;; lQIsaa (j'l~P:J) and 4QIsac 

(j]'1X'1:J). The LXX has a different sense-division from 

that in the MT (cL ii'·Pj). ttPtll'1n tl:J - "Carthage l1 (see 

above); or via ttPWitl tl:J'1 (with the '1 of j/~'l.'J) lithe 
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Lady of the seall? i'JV ••• I"'1K - DlrK-ETL. n1\.o La: not to 

be related to a hypothetical rn 'I.;:nf (see above). but more 

probably to be related to Intl (:::: lQIsaa ), interpreted as 

nm "harbor l1 (see below). 

23:14 17'7'D - OAOAUC£t£ 
w'~Jn nl'J~ - ITAoLa Kapxn66vo~ 
l~lvn 11~ ,~ - OtL aITWA£tO to ox6pw~a u~wv. 

MT-LXX: Tarshish - nCarthage ll : see v 1. 

It is clear that vv 10 and 14 in Greek are closely connected 

with v 1. Verse 14 offers the subject of alIWAE'[o: '[0 oxupwlla 

UIlWV lI your stronghold It (namely, the stronghold of the ships of 

Carthage). Verse lOb (on v lOa see below) shows close agreement 

with v 1: 

1<:al QU1<E;,[l ~pxov'tal eK yfic; KlTlEWV (v 1) 

Kat yap ITAoLC< OUKetL ~pX£taL EK Kapxn66vo~ (v 10). 
This parallelism seems to be intended. (In light of this I would 

prefer in v 10 the reading EPxovTal of MSS A-26 et at. to the 

reading ~pXE'tal. 21 It follows that the subject of ~pxovTaL in 

v 1 is Itships from Carthage. 11 (The lIships of Carthage ll in v la 

and v 14a, on the other hand, are ships from Carthage in the 

harbor of Tyre.) A parallelism between ex vii<: K l't lEWV and 

ElC Kapxno6voo:; is very possible: lithe land of the Kittim ll can 

refer to Greece (see 1 Macc 1: 1) or to Italy (see MT and LXX Dan 

11: 30); this means that Carthage also and its environs in North 

Africa constitute a possible meaning of the term. 22 

IIShips no longer come from Carthage, for their stronghold is 

destroyed. 11 One would like to know which stronghold is meant by 

the translator. For this question we have to look more closely at 

v lOb (MT and LXX). In my view J the translator has interpreted 

the Hebrew of v lOb as follows: IIfor the daughter (of) Tarshish 

(or: the Lady of the sea Isee above]), Carthage, is no longer a 

harbor. II Thus, the stronghold is Carthage; that formerly imp or-
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tant center of commercial activities is utterly destroyed, and 

therefore ships no longer .come from Carthage. 

41 

The Vorlage of the LXX lsa may have contained the reading 

nln because lQIsaa supports this reading of the MT. The trans

lator then has "interpreted ll this word by means of metathesis of 

two consonants (Inn - I'nn), a well-known technique in ancient 

Jewish exegesis. 23 By interpreting the Hebrew text in this way 

he was able to write down his translation 'Kal yap lIAo'La OU'KETl 

~pXE'ta l (or: ~pxovTa l) 81<: Kapxnoovoc;, a translation which 

was logically connected with the reading of his Vorlage and at the 

same time verbally connected with v 1. 

Let us return to v 1. The subject of alIWAETO appears to be 

ITCarthage. 1I "Carthage is destroyed,1I and ships no longer come 

from there. It seems clear that the translator J by interpreting 

the text of Isa 23 in this way J refers to the total destruction of 

Carthage by the Romans in 146 B. C. This interpretation throws 

ligh t on the choice of connecting i"{) ::17.:1 with n" n:J V'1H7.:J. The 

rendering ~KTa L a LXllaAw'tOO:; then refers to the fact that the 

inhabitants of the city were led captive after the defeat. 24 The 

city itself was totally destroyed. 

There remains one question to be answered, namely, why the 

translator did not translate n'l:J7.:J. It may be assumed that this 

word stood in the Vorlage of the LXX Isa, because the Qumran 

MSS support the MT (see above). Ottley remarks: liThe Heb. 

word may have been overlooked before i"{):J7.:J. n25 In light of the 

meaning of v 1 in Greek, I would suggest another and more satis

fying explanation. n":J7.:J in the sense of 11 from being a house T1 

would imply that Carthage (as subject of alIWAE'to) was a Tlhousell 

for the ships of Carthage. In view of the commercial practice of 

that time, it is, however, probable that the author of the LXX Isa 

interpreted a l1house ll for ships with their merchants as designat

ing anorganization of a state-recognized group in a foreign port, 
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that is to say. outside the home harbor. 26 This may be the rea

son why the translator did not translate tl'ljb; Carthage was not 

a llhouse" for the ships of Carthage. 

23:2-3 lLlj (lb'?l - TLvL OIlOLOL YEy6vuOLV 

'It{ "I·:Jtll"l. - oL EVOL1COUV'tEe; tv tfj vnmp 

111'~ ,no - ~£~a~6AOL ~OLV1Kn~ 

11~7n D' 'JY - 5Larr£pwv~£~ ~nv e&Aaaaav 

O'l:Ji O'lb:Jl - tv U6UTL rroAA~ 

,nw Y'T - arrEp~a ~£~a~6AWv 

DDK1:JD ilK) j)~P - we; allnTOU ELO$EPOIlEVOU 

0)11 inn )nnl - oL IlETUS6AoL TWV E8vwv. 

MT-LXX: Ib? (MT v lfin) - 'rl,VL: via )b?; Ib; = lQlsaa , 

4Qlsaa. lLlj - OjlOLOL YEy6vuOLV: via nbjI(Obl MT). 

,no (v 2), inw and inO (v 3): these three words have 

all been rendered by IlETUSoAo L (the sg. understood col

lectively; inw interpreted as inO via phonetic similarity 

of W/O).27 111'~ - ~oLvtKn: d. D'J1'~ - ~OLVl"£~ 
Deut 3: 9 (and see below). ,:JOY - 6 L<~mEPwVTEC;: the sg. 

. a a 28 
ptcp. understood collectlvely (1 j:JY 1Qlsa and 4Qlsa ). 

There is no rendering of 11 K?Ll (for the Qumran readings, 

see below). O'lb:J1 - EV U6U'tL: MT(-1 +) = lQlsaa , 
b a 

1QIsa J 4Qlsa . 

parison. the MT 

no rendering of 

we; allll'tou ••• : the LXX offers a com

does not; MT = lQIsa
a

, 4QIsaa , There is 

,1M'; MT = lQIsaa and 4QIsa
a ('~1'). 

There is no rendering of ) flDi; MT = lQIsaa and 4Qlsaa. 

The LXX reflects a sense-division in vv 2-3 different from 

that of the MT (with 107 of v 1). 

The structure of the Greek text is clear: it consists of a long 

interrogative sentence L l v l Oll-O LO L YEYOVUO LV ••• orrEPI-lU IlETO-
,29 " .,-

!3oAwv, and a clause wIth an answer we; UllnTOU.... By the 

inhabitants IIOf the isle II are meant the people of Tyre. Thus, 

whereas in v 1 ships of Carthage (in the harbor of Tyre) are ad-

"' 
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dressed, vv 2 and 3 in Greek have the inhabitants of Tyre as 

their subject. The text further makes clear which inhabitants of 

Tyre the translator has in view: the IlE'C0[30AOL cDOLVLXnC;. 

They are the important persons of vv 2-3, as is underlined by the 

fact that the word IlETU[36J\.oc; occurs three times in these two 

verses. Here this Greek word is the rendering for the Hebrew 

,no, a unique rendering of this Hebrew word in the LXX Isa (cf. 

only 47: 15: IlETUSOAn for InO) and in the LXX of the OT. The 

usual translation of ino is ~llrroPOC;, EIl'llOPLU, EIlJt6pLOV, as 

is the case in the rest of our chapter (see v 8 and vv 17-18) and 

elsewhere in the rest of the LXX (see. e. g .• LXX Ezek 27). 

The IlETUS6Aoe; is the retailer, the small business man, who 

sells in small quantities.
30 

The word occurs but rarely, so, for 

instance, in the ITRevenue LawsTl of King Ptolemy Philadelphus 

(third century B.C.).31 Like the ld:mnAoc; (see LXX lsa 1:22), 

the IlE'tuS6AoC; stands in contrast to the EIlJIOPOC; (see 23: 8), 

who is the merchant, the trader, the big business man. It means 

that the inhabitants of Tyre were not the merchants of Phoenicia, 

but its retailers. 

As a result of the rendering <I>oLvLKn for lil):! the Greek 

of vv 2-3 presupposes that Tyre was regarded as the metropolis 

of Phoenicia. As we know, this was indeed the case in the Hel

lenistic period. In this respect as well as for the interpretation 

of ¢OLVLKn for lij)~, the legend on Tyrian coins from the time 

of Antiochus IV is very significant: O)j:;,t OK i:;,t? 32 

Whereas the Hebrew of vv 2-3 does not contain such a com

parison, the Greek of these verses compares the retailers of Phoe-

"" "th h h d" 33 nlCla WI a arvest gat ere m. Is this the result of a mis-

understanding of the Hebrew text? Ziegler remarks in connection 

with the rendering we; (allllTou): T1Der fibers. kannte sich in 

der Konstruktion der hebr. Vorlage nicht aus, und hat frei we; 
zur Verdeutlichung eingeschoben,T1 34 This, in my view, is an 
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underestimation of the translator on the one hand, and on the 

other too Ilmodern lT a criticism of an I'ancientl! translator, as far 

as philological principles are concerned. When one reads the 

Greek of vv 2-3 against the background of the contents of v 1 

(see above) J then the meaning of these verses becomes quite 

clear: the retailers in Tyre have become like a harvest gathered 

in. because the important trading center. Carthage, is destroyed; 

ships with merchants and merchandise no longer come from Car

thage to Tyre, so that the retailers in Tyre, instead of crossing 

over the sea, have to stay at home lias a harvest gathered in. II 

They are without employment. 

In order to be able to make his translation of vv 2-3, the 

translator evidently dealt I!freelyll with the Hebrew text, as in 

fact is often the case in the LXX Isa. He connected 'l b 7 with 

11:)1, read I b'? as "I b'? (via the graphic similarity of "II' ), 35 

and interpreted I?:Ii via the root iT?:I11 He left some minor words 

untranslated, and added we (see the remarks above). 

There is one more important word, however, which he did not 

translate: 11Hib. According to Ottley, the LXX has lIomitted 

it,I1
36 

but he offers no suggestion as to the reason for this omis

sion. Ziegler states: lILXX hat diesen Vers ganz frei wieder

gegeben und kam mit Nt) nicht zurecht. n37 Although it is not 

quite certain which reading stood in the Vorl.age of the LXX Isa 

(l'·::lW>n lQIsaa , lQIsab = MT, [ l~7n 4QIsaa), the support for 

the MT of lQlsab • which. unlike lQIsaa. is a conservative and 

accurate text-type, is in favor of the reading l1K7n. If then we 
38 may assume that this reading was in the Vorl.age of the LXX Isa, 

and if it was understood in the sense of IIthey filled you (Tyre),11 

one can imagine why it was left untranslated. It would mean that 

the retail.ers of Phoenicia l'filledtT Tyre. This, however. was not 

the case. It was not the IlETaI36Aol, but the EIlJlOPOl (li mer-

chants. traders"). who "filled ll a city like Tyre. There is a text 

in one of Ezekiells prophecies against Tyre. viz., Ezek 27:25, 

.. 
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which confirms this: ••. 'IH'7nnl l:Jiyn l"nl'1tll W'lttl'1n nl"l)~ 

nAota, EV aUTote Kapxn56vlOl f~nopot aov. ", Kal EV

EnAna8nc .. ,. Therefore, I think. the translator could not use 

the Hebrew 1 'l ~'? Ll in his interpretation of vv 2-3. 

Finally, passing over the interesting vv 6-8. I return to v lOa. 

23: lOa 1~1~ '1::lY - EPV"~OU ,flv viiv aou. 
MT- LXX: see above. 

According to Seelig mann , the LXX echose here the transforma

tion of Carthage from a commercial state into an agricultural state 

after the destruction of its ships.39 In light of the above, how

ever. it is more probable that Tyre is meant in this passage: after 

the destruction of Carthage there is no longer work for the re

tailers in Tyre, since ships with merchants and merchandise no 

longer come from Carthage (see v lOb); thus there is nothing left 

for Tyre but tilling its land. 

The rendering epya(,:ov for'" '1:JY suggests the reading ., f:JV, 

This is also the reading of lQIsaa ; 4QIsaa ("I jl:J'Y), on the other 

hand. agrees with the MT. Because of the fact that the expres

sion Y'lfl' 1:J'Y in the sense of IItilI the land ll does not occur in 

biblical Hebrew (one always finds iTb1~ 1:JV). 40 the reading" !::IV 

of the MT and of 4Qlsaa must be the older and better reading. It 

seems more likely, therefore, to look at the rendering Epya/:ou 

as resulting from some kind of Jlinterpretationll of ., j:J'Y (via the 

graphic similarity of '1/1 ) 41 than to assume that the VorZage of 

the LXX contained the reading ., I:J'Y. 

This interpretation forms part of the interpretation of Isa 23 

as a whole in the LXX Isa. From the fact that lQlsaa also contains 

the reading "I:J'Y, the question arises whether the author of this 

MS interpreted the text of Isa 23: 10 (and of this chapter as a whole) 

in a similar way. This question, however, cannot be dealt with in 

this article. although, as I have tried to point out elsewhere. there 

is some evidence of fulfillment-interpretation in lQlsaa also. 42 
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III 

The above may have shown that it is worthwhile to study the 

text of the LXX Isa in a twofold way, namely, in relation to the 

MT Isa (including the evidence of the Qumran MSS of Isaiah) and 

on its own. Much more, of course, can and should be said about 

LXX Isa 23. but our short commentary on some verses of this 

chapter may suffice as an illustration of the way in which the 

author of the LXX Isa dealt with his Hebrew VorZG.{Je and how he 

constructed his translation. Differences between the Hebrew and 

the Greek in the verses of Isa 23 which we discussed need not be 

explained as arising from a faulty knowledge of the Hebrew. from 

rnisreadings. etc., but are, in my opinion, rather to be seen as 

resulting from a well-reasoned interpretation of Isa 23 by means of 

f . J' h . 43 certain techniques also known rom other anCIent eWIs exegesIS. 

Some additions and omissions likewise are the result of a specific 

interpretation of this chapter. Too often translations like the LXX 

Isa as well as other books in the LXX are criticized on the basis of 

our philological criteria and from our exegetical view of the Hebrew 

text. 

The question of the coherence of the Greek text of Isa 23 can

not be dealt with until a full treatment of this chapter has been 

carried out. Yet the verses we have commented on do show a 

meaningful coherence. It would not be fruitful to treat the II free 

renderings II in our verses as II isolated II ones. 

Our short commentary, further, may have pointed out that LXX 

Isa 23 is not only a translation, but also a specific interpretation 

of this old Hebrew oracle against Tyre. The Greek text (of some 

verses) of LXX Isa 2:5 reflects the author's belief that the IIvision 

of Tyre" once spoken and written by the prophet Isaiah was ful

filled in his own time J when Carthage was destroyed and Tyre was 

confronted with the consequences of the downfall of her mighty 

daughter. What is said about Daniel can be said about the author 

of LXX Isa 23: evidently he was qualified (and authorized!) to 
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44 interpret visions (see Dan 1: 17) . 
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Finally, one does not find our exegesis of these verses of LXX 

Isa 23 in the earliest (Christian) commentaries on the LXX Isa (of 

Eusebius, Jerome, and others). They connect the contents of this 

chapter with the siege of Tyre by K:ing Nebuchadnezzar (d. Ezek 

26: 7). One early Christian tradition, however, has interpreted 

LXX Isa 23, albeit in its Old Latin translation, as referring to 

Carthage, for two Il capitula ll (nos. LVIII and LVIIII) from the 

African branch of the VL read as follows: liS erma Domini super 

Cartaginem (23,1), II "Quod septuaginta annis esset deserta Car

tago (23.14) et restitueretur. 1I45 
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Considerable experience has been gained over the past decade 

in the preparing of critical editions of Armenian biblical texts and 

associated documents. 1 Editions of a number of texts have ap

peared,2 and the preparation of others is underway. 
3 

This makes 

the stand,ardization of procedures very desirable, so that future 

editions form a coherent corpus of critically edited biblical texts. 

Type of Edition 

Most of the editions published so far have been diplomatic, 

minor editions. They were based on a carefully selected group of 

manuscripts, designed both to present the most valuable text type 

and also to represent the range of developments of the Armenian 

textual tradition. The base text for the edition should be the best 

isolable text form. The procedures for the selection were set forth 

by M. E. Stone in a series of articles in the 1970s and first applied 

in the selection of a base manuscript for an edition of Isaiah, and 

then of the manuscripts to be used in an edition of the Testaments 

of the Twelve Patriarchs. The first published edition based on 
4 

this procedure was that of the Testament of Joseph. The proce-

dures established by Stone were refined and improved by Cox in 

the preliminary work for his edition of Deuteronomy and this re

fined method was applied in that edition. 5 This method of prepa

ration has been found suitable in the present state of scholarship, 

since the number of manuscripts is usually very high, and the 

51 
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understanding of the version not sufficiently advanced for the 

preparation of full critical editions. 6 Moreover, the present 

deplorable situation of editions of the Armenian Bible makes it 

desirable, at the present. to have reliable editiones minores of 

as many books as possible. The methodology developed by Stone 

and Cox is much more economical of time than the preparation of 

full critical editions. 

This is, of course, only to be regarded as an interim step; 

once we have advanced our knowledge of the manuscript traditions, 

of the character of the version, and of other aspects of this study, 

the way should be open for a decision whether to proceed to full 

critical editions. 

Format 

The format that has been used in the editions mentioned so 

far is a modified form of that used for the Gottingen LXX. It is 

strongly urged by the writers that scholars undertaking such 

editions in the future use the same techniques for presentation of 

the text and apparatus. Sample pages are given below of The 

Armenian Version of IV Ezra and The Armenian Translation of 

Deuteronomy. It is also to be our practice in the future to use 

the expanded list of sigla here published, so that all editions sub

sequent to Coxs Deuteronomy will refer to the same manuscript by 

the same number. It is strongly urged that, as new manuscripts 

are known or utilized, they be added to this list in consultation 

with the writers, who, in conjunction with the Matenadaran in 

Yerevan, will publish up-datings of it from time to time. The Bul

letin Of the IOSCS and the Revue des Etudes Armeniennes have 

kindly agreed to serve as organs of publication for this material. 

Range of Witnesses 

On the basis of studies carried out so far, it seems very de

sirable to expand the range of witnesses which are consulted in 

the selection of text forms for inclusion in editions. This range 
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of witnesses should include: (a) manuscripts; (b) lectionaries 

and other liturgical books; (c) citations, particularly patristic; and 

(d) other witnesses, such as commentaries, inscriptions, etc. 7 

Publication and Consultation 

So far. the editions have been published from camera-ready 

copy in the University of Pennsylvania Annenian Texts and Studies. 

This has had the result of keeping the cost of the books within 

reasonable bounds. It is suggested that scholars involved in the 

preparation of editions of Armenian translations of biblical books 

and cognate works be in regular contact and consultation. This 

will permit the pooling of resources and economy of study. That 

is a matter particularly relevant for any planned editions to be 

prepared on computer. The use of mutually agreed norms in this 

area will be highly beneficial. 8 

A Central List of Numbers for Designating Armenian Bibles 

The following list offers a number for each Armenian Bible. 

It is taken from The Armenian Translation Of Deuteronomy, pp. 

16-31, which, in turn, is based on a list published in Yerevan by 

A. Zeytunianin 1977. 

Reproduced here are only the central number, the location, and 

the library number of each manuscript (if the shelf and catalogue 

number differ, the catalogue number is given in parentheses). 9 For 

further details see The Armenian Translation of Deuteronomy. 

4 Venice, 13 Jerusalem, 21 Yerevan, 
San Lazzaro Armenian Patri- Matenadaran 
1311 (20) archate 1925 179 

8 Yerevan, 14 Yerevan, 22 Yerevan, 
Matenadaran Matenadaran Matenadaran 
178 345 180 

9 Venice, 17 Jerusalem, 26 Yerevan, 
San Lazzaro Armenian Patri- Matenadaran 
1312(17) archate 353 177 
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28 Yerevan, 65 Venice, 96 Yerevan, 130 Yerevan, 148 Jerusalem', 170 New Julfa, All 
Matenadaran San Lazzaro Matenadaran 

Matenadaran Armenian Patri- Saviour' 5 Yank 1500 935(8) 207 2628 archate 1928 15 (1) 

33 Venice, 67 New Julfa, All 102 Jerusalem, 
131 Venice, 149 Yerevan, 171 Yerevan, 

San Lazzaro Saviour! s Yank Armenian Patri-
San Lazzaro Matenadaran Matenadaran 

841(5) 336(23) archate 297 1507 (13) 4905 191 

38 Venice, 69 Yerevan, 108 Yerevan, 132 Jerusalem, 151 Yerevan, 173 Yerevan, 
San Lazzaro Matenadaran Matenadaran 

Armenian Patri- Matenadaran Matenadaran 
1006(6) 352 2585 

archate 1127 189 202 

40 Leningrad, 70 Vienna, Mechi- 112 Jerusalem, 135 Venice, San 153 Jerusalem, 174 Yerevan, 
Hermitage tarist Library Annenian Patri-

Lazzaro Kurtian Armenian Patri- Matenadaran 
VP-1011 55 (14) archate 3043 

Collection 37 archate 1927 203 

42 Vienna, Mechi- 72 Yerevan, 113 Vienna, Osterr. 136 Yerevan, 156 Yerevan, 176 Yerevan, 
tarist Library Matenadaran Nationalbibltk. Matenadaran Matenadaran Matenadaran 
71 (29) 4113 Cod. Arm. 11 

187 200 6281 

44 Yerevan, 73 Yerevan, 114 Yerevan, 138 Jerusalem, 157 Yerevan, 178 Yerevan, 
Matenadaran Matenadaran Matenadaran Armenian Patri- Matenadaran Matenadaran 182 346 4114 

archate 1932 348 2706 

50 Yerevan, 74 Yerevan, 115 Yerevan, 
139 Yerevan, 158 Yerevan, 182 Yerevan, 

Matenadaran Matenadaran Matenadaran 
Matenadaran Matenadaran Matenadaran 

6230 184 186 2669 7623 349 

55 Yerevan, 81 Yerevan, 116 Jerusalem, 
141 Venice, 159 Venice, 188 Yerevan, 

Matenadaran Matenadaran Armenian Patri- San Lazzaro San Lazzaro Matenadaran 
353 354 archate 2558 

1634 (2) 229(4) 350 

56 Yerevan, 83 Yerevan, 118 Yerevan, 142 Yerevan, 160 Jerusalem, 193 Yerevan, 
Matenadaran Matenadaran Matenadaran Matenadaran Armenian Patri- Matenadaran 
206 2705 351 

188 archate 542 204 

57 Venice, 85 Yerevan, 121 Jerusalem, 
143 Jerusalem, 161 Venice, 194 Yerevan, San Lazzaro Matenadaran Armenian Patri- Armenian Patri- San Lazzaro Matenadaran 

1508 (1) 6569 archate 428 archate 1934 1182 (7) 205 

59 Leningrad, 93 Venice, 122 Jerusalem, 
144 Jerusalem, 162 Yerevan, 199 Yerevan, Oriental Insti- San Lazzaro Armenian Patri- Armenian Patri- Matenadaran Matenadaran tute Bl 1270 (9) archate 2560 

archate 1933 347 2658 

61 Venice, 94 Bzonunar, 123 Rome, 
146 Yerevan, 164 Yerevan, 200 Yerevan, San Lazzaro Convent of Our Vatican 

Matenadaran Matenadaran Matenadaran 1007 (12) Lady 310 (1) Armeno 1 
2587 190 2732 

63 Yerevan, 95 Venice, 129 Bzonunar, 
147 Venice, 165 Yerevan, 202 Yerevan, Matenadaran San Lazzaro Convent of Our San Lazzaro Matenadaran Matenadaran 2627 280 (10) Lady 26(2) 

623(3) 201 3705 
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213 Jerusalem, 220 New Julfa, All 231 Dublin, 
Armenian Patri- Saviour's Yank Chester Beatty 
archate 501 17(3) Library 553 

216 Jerusalem, 223 Oxford, 232 Jerusalem, 
Armenian Patri- Bodleian Library Armenian Patri-
archate 1929 Arm. d. 14 archate 3438 

217 Jerusalem, 224 London, 233 London. British 
Armenian Patri- British Museum and Foreign 
archate 2557 Oriental 8833 Bible Society 

218 Jerusalem, 229 London, Lambeth 234 Leningrad. 
Armenian Patri- Palace, codex Oriental Insti-
archate 2561 Vet. Test. 1219 tute C29 

219 New Julfa, All 230 Dublin, 235 Jerusalem, 
Saviour's Yank Chester Beatty Armenian Patri-
16 (2) Library 552 archate 2559 

NOTES 

1For a survey of the present status of studies see C. Cox, 
II Biblical Studies and the Armenian Bible: 1955-1980, n Revue 
Biblique 89 (1982) 99-113 and IIA Report on the Critical Edition of 
the Armenian Bible, II Revue des Etudes Armeniennes (forthcoming). 

2Editions published over the past decade or so are the follow
ing: M. E. Stone, The T'fstcunent of Levi (Jerusalem: St. James 
Press, 1969); The Armenian Version of the Testcunent Of Joseph 
(Texts and Translations 6, Pseudepigrapha Series 5: Missoula, MI': 
Scholars, 1975); The Armenian Version of IV Ezra (University of 
Pennsylvania Armenian Texts and Studies 1; Chico, CA: Scholars, 
1980); C. Cox, The Armenian Translation of Deuteronomy (Univer
sity of Pennsylvania Armenian Texts and Studies 2; Chico: Schcla:rs, 
1981) . 

3These include Genesis (A. Zeytunian) and 1 Maccabees (H. 
Amalyan); Testaments of the XII Patriarchs (M. E. Stone); Job 
(C. Cox); Isaiah (S. Ajamian: see Ajamian, II Deux projets con
cernant la Bible Armenienne, in Armenian and Biblical Studies, 
ed. M. E. Stone [Sion Supplement I: Jerusalem: St. James Press, 
1976], pp. 8-12); Daniel and Dodecapropheton (S. P. Cowe). 

4M. E. Stone, I'Methodological Issues in the Study of the Text 
of the Apocrypha and Pseud epigrapha, II Proceedings of the Fifth 
World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem, 1971) 211-7; liThe 
Armenian Version of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs: 
Selection of Manuscripts. II Sian 49 (1975) 207-11; liThe Jerusalem 
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Manuscripts of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs: Samples. 
of Text, 11 Sian 44 (1970) 456-65; uNew Evidence for the Armenl
an Version of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, II RB 88 
(1977) 94-107; The A~enian Version of the Testament of Joseph 
(Texts and Translations 6, Pseudepigrapha Series 5; Missoula: 
Scholars, 1975). 

5The A~enian Translation of Deuteronomy, d. n. 2. 

6M. E. Stone, The Armenian Version of IV Ezra is an excep
tion. It is a critical edition, based on all but one of the known 
manuscripts of the work. It survives, however, in only 23 copies, 
of which 22 were utilized. This edition was largely completed be
fore the methodology spoken of in this paragraph was developed. 

7M. E. Stone and S. P. Cowe have commenced work on the 
preparation of a list of commentaries on biblical books preserved 
in Armenian. Any communication on this subject would be welcome. 

8M. E. Stone and J. J. S. Weitenberg are currently commen
cing some work of this type. 

9Leningrad Oriental Institute MS C29 and Bzommar 2 were 
not available for use when The Armenian Translation of Deutero
nomy was written. The former, number 234, dated 1298. is a Bible; 
the copyist's name is Grigor: 'place (?). The latter, Bzommar 2, 
central number 129, dated 1634, was copied by Vahan the priest 
in Zeitun. Further, Jerusalem 2559, copied in 1622-32, has been 
assigned number 235, according to a communication from A. Zey
tunian to C. Cox dated 20 December 1978. 
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Sample page from The Armenian Version of IV Ezra: 

8:1 nu UW'lw[Jrt L np ht lJqp 4nlbgwj I a hp l1 

Pwpul~ur JWUrU arbuuurnrq/: qbpnt~bwuu 4pbwuwwur aL wLh

[lwanj~ Gp'lLUw'laUr: 4rwgbwL lfWjr jwu4n'lUr runuf at qUWWt 

waa!:, i4wUU wtbpwanjU Urnur bt tJ.wuu 2!:uwanjU Pwphlnu/y~ 

a bL ,wu't~u twIt WUf2awl L/yub/y jnq/y /yu, hL U4UWj wubl 

gPwpdpbwLu pwuu w~wqruu, 4 hL wuwg!:. Stp UUmnlWa ru, 
nl qnt wpwpup quplf/yuu al qbplf!:p hL qwubuwju np t /y unuw: 

5 GL JUIJJ wjunprlf umb'1.aup wUwUJ.wI.J.wu JbnwL[I pn quwp'lu bL 

ifilu9bp r uw 2nL'lJl lfb'iJfIWU!: bl a'lbL Q 9 • wnwE/1 [In: 6 O',l 

0'lb[1 quw /1 'lrwfuwpu IjJw!ftlfnt[jJbwu qnp mu/Jbwg wE pn. 7A npnu! 

U[wmnLtp amnLp qr awupgt qStr1, al uw wug qWjUnl hl UJ.Wp

mugwt, ~wuu nrnj JrrWLp npn2agup tJ.w'ltJ.w'lw4r ~wuu unpw quw~ 

al wuuuugnLu nr /1 uuwut wqqp pgbL. 8 nrp wugru qWLpr

UWip uppng png ~pwuwuwg: 7B R/1 arzuu wqqp aL wqrup al 

IJJ:J ~up r uuwut, npng nl qnJ [jJ1! l: 9 Uaap r qb(1wj ungw 

Title] ''ft.lfpnl.fjJrLU Oq[lwJ W 

qurnLfjJuwuu---~rwguwl ] \01 

2 Jwul! w I 1ptwuU/wu/1 W 

quprh[rJawuu H om '¥ I 
2rUnLWanjU W" J l R 6 M SeT 3 w£Q2hwl] w wtf2bwl H 

I jnqp {lJ] r upmr punLu W hL20] w'" '¥ jbm wj'impr4 

H I ul([!uwJ W! w~"Iqpu w 4 wuau W = 'I'm I nl] W 

om H = '¥ 5 pn ] H pnjnqp W = '¥ I tf[!lagu(1 wi. /I 
uw] W"" 'I'm J brauu 'unpw H 6 u'lf1[1 W = -'1, 7A n(1nLu] 

+ In W I qUfwwnLtpu W I aW'upguu W'" '¥ I qmtp'l] fjJl; 
pn qnpa t w'" \II I !l{wpmbgwL] H = T !l{ww(1bgwl W = '¥rel 

I.lwrl'jw'lw4.r ] w = '¥ am H I wuauagnL'lJ] H = '¥ wJbuwju{1 

W I wqqp] ed wqq H W = 'I'm 8 qWLrruwLp 1 H <= IJ' 

q!l.{wmnLbrwuWtjJ W I ~rwuwuwg'1. W 76 wqqlJ J w = '¥rel 

wqq H = E Q T r 'ulJilwut] H'" l D* : cf 'l'rel om W I qnj] 
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Sample page from The Annenian Transt.qtion of Deuteronomy: 

1 

2 

8 

4 

5 

UJU bll U[WUlqWUp qnp fuoubgwL tfnfJ.ul;u [!U'l wu {lli.{I JWJ'll

~nJu Jnrqwuw'bnL Jw'llwU[ww{l'b JwpuLunLwu tfbpd b anqu , , 
~WpUPPI P ubf ,pumw'blllwt/m'lwJ bL qnpn'llWj at iw'll-

qpnLw'llwgu bL nu~bl[wJ: tfbUlwuwuopbWj l1w'llwU[w(l i b 
onpapwj gLuwn'll uaf!p tfft'blbt gl[wrJJupwn'ttbwj: bL , 
b'lbL P pwnwuubpnpqnLu wup Jwuubw'b'tt tfUl1lwuw'llb(ln[l~nLtf 

np or uf! /;(1 wtfunj'll: /lJoubgwL unqutu [lull WU nplllwu 

1!4p [!UIII mup npllll;u ~wmnLprbwg uuw wp wn 'bnuw: 

Jbm iwpi[w'bbLnj qubinq'iJ wppw wunLpiwgLng qpYwl[bwL'b 

Jbubpnq'b: bL qnqq WPpWJ pwuw'llnL qpuwl[bw(il JWUIlIW-

pnqp aL JbIlPWJP'b JwJ'bl[nJu jnp~wuw'bnL jbpl[pftu 

59 

tfllqwpnL: Vl[UWL unqu/;u ubl[bbl qop/;'bu qWJunu{ll[ bl wu/;: 

6 

7 

IDp wb tfbp fuoubgwL [!'b'l ubq b pnpl;p bL wul;: 2WUl , 
tpgp dbq pbw~btq P tbppbu JWJuuP~. qwpdwpnLO , 
bL 1Lb91;p qnLp wump: bL umw'llpgl;p P lbwnu'b wunLp-

1. bb 1 t 61": PfqP 61": qnpwbnL 61" 

lJplj(1np'l:n ltf1J1 -qnLu_18, -'lnL !:.6.2, lJpl[rnp'l 174 _ 
1. om un~utu ebq wu 218: Ptb 88 174, npqbuu Pqb 

18162: Ifupd ]pr h 18*: ~wnw'bUln~n'lW 18, ~wnwulllft~n-
'lW) :288 88, pwnw[lw'-.lInwlllnq'lbwj 8a', ,pumwpwul1lwrpn'lbw 174, 
~~wnw[lw'bUlptjrn'lWj 162: 'lnpn'bw 18, 'lnpw'llwj 88 16:2 

:2. pnpl;pw) BS: ut/lp 18' 88 162, unL{l BS' 174: 
bL upulbL 18 

8. gwuubwuu 18: biP 88 174: np"ltul qnp 18: om 
'iJlfw lS 

4. 5wp~wubtnJb 18: qub5nu 18' 88 162: WPOW 1 wppwJb 
18: wum/piwgLng 8S' B8 174, wtfopiwglng 162: jbubpnli :288 
88 162: qqn~q 61-288, qn~qp 18: om &L a a88: J&qpwgru 18 

5. J&p~Ppu 88' 88 162 174: qoptbuu 218 174 
6. onp&p 18' 162: tbgpu alB: P"W~&t 18, puw

~bwtq a88: JWJuu 88 
7. om qnlf 174: Luwn~ aB8: wunLp1wgLng 18' 162, 

wuml.r1wgLng 88 88 174 
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The Following Contributions are Invited: 

L Record of work published or in progress. (Please print or 

type in publishable bibliographic format.) 

2. Record of Septuagint theses and dissertations completed or 

in preparation. 

3. Reports significant for Septuagint and cognate studies. Items 

of newly discovered manuscripts or of original groundbreak· 

ing research will be given primary consideration. Reports 

should be brief and informative and may be written in 

English, French, or German. Greek and Hebrew need not 

be transliterated. 

4. Abstracts of Septuagint papers read before international, 

national, regional, and local academic meetings. Abstracts 

should be previously unpublished, not more than one page 

(816" by 11"; 22 by 28 em.), double·spaced, including the 

time, place, and occasion of the presentation. 

All materials should be in the hands of the editor by March 1 to 

be included in that year's Bulletin. 
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